The Ten Commandments of Creativity
Report #102

Bobbie Christmas wrote the above Ten Commandments of Creativity to remind writers
how to stay in the creative flow, how to keep in touch with the muse. Post the Ten
Commandments of Creativity near your writing nook. Read the items each day, follow
them, and watch your creativity expand as your mind opens and allows information to
flow in from all sources.
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Even More Help from Zebra Communications and Bobbie Christmas:
Sell your book, article, or short story—by using the best editing service available.
Zebra Communications does more than just edit for errors. We focus on clarity, economy
of words, elements of fiction or nonfiction, style, technical issues, and more, always with
marketability in mind. For more information, see www.ZebraEditor.com.

Books and Seminars for Writers by Bobbie Christmas
Buy Write In Style (usually $12.95) at Amazon.com discount prices! Learn many
words to Find and Refine, and you change your prose from pedantic to powerful. Go to:
http://zebraeditor.com/tools.shtml
No waiting! No shipping fee! Buy Ask The Book Doctor: How to beat the competition
and sell your writing in e-book form. Download the PDF file into your computer and
take full advantage of the many clickable links and easy-to-use bookmarks, to locate
specific information that interests you. Save the book to your computer or print it out for
your bookshelf. Either way, you'll get quick answers to hundreds of questions about
writing, editing, finding an agent, finding a publisher, or finding employment as a writer
or editor, plus issues regarding business writing, magazine-article writing, grammar,
format, educational opportunities, creative writing, the law, critique circles, selfpublishing and more, complete with bookmarks to help you go directly to your subject of
interest and clickable links to helpful Websites. Only $8.95 and no shipping charges! Go
to http://www.booklocker.com/books/1906.html.
Ask The Book Doctor: How to beat the competition and sell your writing in printed
form: $12.95 plus $4 shipping by Priority Mail. Order directly from
Bobbie@zebraeditor.com. Send an e-mail for instructions.
Spend hundreds of dollars in resource books, or pay $29.95 for one book that has it
all! Purge Your Prose of Problems is one reference manual that puts it at your fingertips
the most important information on creative writing and editing. A must for serious fiction
and nonfiction writers. Get creative writing tips, the most frequent mistakes in grammar
and punctuation, the inside scoop on Chicago Style (for books) and AP Style (for
periodicals), plus tips on proper format and much more. Before you finish your final
draft, you must have the one resource book that answers almost every question on editing
your manuscript, from A to Z. To order, go to http://zebraeditor.com/tools.shtml.
Two-hour “Write In Style, and You Write to Win” seminar on two CDs. Take the
seminar as many times as you want, in the comfort of your home. Invite your friends to
join you. Package includes seminar brochure and many handouts. $20.00. If it is not yet
on the Web site at http://zebraeditor.com/tools.shtml, contact Bobbie at
Bobbie@zebraeditor.com to order.
“Rev Up Your Writing and Win!” Put the pedal to the metal and put power in your
prose with this one-hour seminar on cassette tape. Learn how to set writing goals; what
words to avoid; a secret tip that will make you laugh, but you’ll never make the same
mistake; and much more. Includes handouts. $14.95. If it is not yet on the Web site at
http://zebraeditor.com/tools.shtml, contact Bobbie at Bobbie@zebraeditor.com to order.
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